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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

FOREST PRODUCTS MODERNIZATION 
PARTNER FEEDBACK SESSIONS 

 

Background  

In September and October 2018, the Forest Products Modernization (FPM) team held a series of partner feedback 

sessions across the country to update private industry, stewardship contractors, and other partners on the progress 

of the modernization effort and to solicit their feedback on the Director’s top 10 recommended actions. More than 

160 partners registered for the sessions, and a full report recounting their feedback as well as responses from the 

agency is available on the Forest Products Modernization website. That report, along with the following summary, 

is organized within the five broad FPM change categories:  

1. Recruit, Train, and Retain Employees 

2. Examine and Reform Policy 

3. Improve Efficiency Through Technology 

4. Change Processes and Systems 

5. Change the Way We Do Business 

Recruit, Train, and Retain Employees 

➢ Acknowledge current agency culture discourages innovation. For employees to feel empowered to innovate 
and take risks, the Washington Office must encourage the use of new authorities and technologies and tolerate 
occasional failures for the sake of learning and communicate this down to the districts. 

➢ Train staff in evaluating local markets. Training in local economies and 
forest product markets should be standard for timber sale preparation and 
administrative staff so they can determine whether a project is viable. 

➢ Cross-pollinate across disciplines in the agency. Employees are too 
specialized and not familiar enough with interdisciplinary teamwork, 
resulting in prescriptions that do not make sense on the ground. The agency 
should invest significant time in sharing knowledge across disciplines with 
training, mentorships, and hands-on experience. 

➢ Address hiring constraints and mitigate staff turnover. Staffing constraints 
have led to a revolving door of short-term detailers. Partners blamed this lack of continuity for poor 
communication on who would be present at a sale or if a contracting officer (CO) would even arrive. They 
recommended advertising CO positions in both the 462 and the 460 series and creating career paths toward 
higher grades to attract a broader and better pool of applicants. Those in professional series tend to transfer 
employment throughout their careers; conversely, technician jobs have the potential to build continuity by 
attracting local applicants who are more likely to remain in their positions. 

⋯⋯ PARTNER QUOTE ⋯⋯ 

❝ If you don't know 
your markets, your 
other priorities are 

irrelevant ❞ 
 

https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/sites/fs-fm-fpm/SitePages/Home.aspx
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Examine and Reform Policy 

➢ Certify the people doing the work, not the product. It is likely not practical for the Agency to pursue 
certification of wood products; the Forest Service’s management practices are based on legislation, which will 
not change based on the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). The agency is better off ensuring it meets the 
Controlled Wood Standards of FSC, which can be met with a clear contract, clear title to the timber, and good 
sales records.

➢ Streamline the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. Lengthy NEPA processes and a reluctance to 
use categorical exclusions are major barriers to project implementation, particularly for restoration and salvage 
projects.

➢ Increase scale of environmental analysis. Consider forest-wide or landscape-level environmental assessments. 
Also, expand efforts in vegetation inventories at a resolution sufficient for both the NEPA analysis of a 
landscape-scale restoration project and timber sale appraisal within that landscape.

➢ Restructure interdisciplinary teams to include forest products markets and economics. The discussion 
highlighted an imbalance on interdisciplinary teams, with a minority voice in timber production and economic 
considerations. Partners insisted that a forester on an interdisciplinary team was not sufficient—a sale 
administrator must be represented. They felt silviculturists should be instructed to write prescriptions viable for 
a timber sale. One partner suggested type-specific sales (i.e., heavy percentage hardwood or softwood, single-
tree selection, shelterwood, or even-age) to allow loggers or mills to focus on their specialty.

➢ Stop painting trees and use Design by Prescription (DXP). Partners were emphatic that the agency stop 
painting trees, and trust operators to achieve desired stand conditions to gain efficiencies in paint costs and 
staff time in the field. Others felt DXP passes agency expenses onto the contractor, as production delays to 
check basal area or residual stand conditions present additional labor costs. To ensure the success of DXP, 
industry partners want to be included in trainings for using DXP and digital prescription guides.

➢ Mark your sale to meet NEPA stand conditions. Partners encouraged the agency to stop marking sales below 
the basal area on NEPA prescriptions. Said one partner, “There is nothing more expensive than a contractor 
going back through an entire standard because enough was not taken the first time.”

➢ Align with local scaling procedures. Increased weight-scaling was recommended, particularly for smaller-
diameter pulpwood. On private sales, contracts are often based on the end-result prescription without volume 
estimation. Partners from the Eastern session encouraged the agency to align with the scaling systems of States, 
counties, and industry whose systems are already coordinated with each other; the Forest Service using its own 
ticket system adds an unnecessary layer of bureaucracy.

Improve Efficiency Through Technology 

➢ Go digital on sale maps. Several partners recommended expanded use of tools like Avenza Maps, which allow
the user to download maps for offline use on a smartphone or tablet. Much of private industry already uses
these kinds of applications to save time, money, and improve results. Regardless of the specific tool, partners
requested geo-referenced maps in timber sale prospectus and Quick Response codes on sale area maps to
allow purchasers to load them directly onto smartphones or tablets.

➢ Use Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) to save time and money. Using LiDAR and high-resolution timber
inventory processes would achieve world-class resource characterization and should be a higher priority. One
partner is using LiDAR to designate and grade every tree in an acre and offered to share knowledge with the
agency.
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➢ Move toward virtual boundaries. Many partners encouraged the agency to use virtual boundaries. Private
sales have abandoned painted trees and marked boundaries, unless the land was adjacent to other ownership;
most of the time, landscape features serve as boundaries.

Change Processes and Systems 

➢ Make Forest Service contracting process less lengthy and complex. Several partners said the agency is their
last choice for purchasing timber due to the complexity and length of Forest Service contracts. Especially in
Eastern and Southern regions, there is little competition with Forest Service contracts because it is much easier
to go to a private seller with simpler ones. The agency should identify which contract clauses are law versus
policy and start whittling.

➢ Do not allow Forest Service contracts to impede work on the ground. Particularly for low-value timber sales,
Forest Service contracts are too rigid and should not be treated like traditional timber sales with large
diameters or hardwood. Focus on the main target, and work with COs and sale administrators to make feasible
prescriptions.

Operating seasons must be flexible enough for operators to implement contracts, especially with the
unpredictability of seasonal changes and wildfires pulling timber sale staff away from their normal jobs.
Consider contract term adjustments for market-related events and regional or sub-regional indices—expanding
the operating season into winter to keep people working throughout the year.

➢ Use (flexible) stewardship contracts and Good Neighbor Authority (GNA) agreements. Partners were happy to
hear the agency is seeking more and better use of master stewardship agreements and GNA to meet
restoration goals. For GNA to be successful, however, both sides must be flexible (i.e., willing to use scaled sales
on county and State-administered sales).

The process for a restoration contract versus a timber sale should be more streamlined to encourage bids and
minimize costs to the partner. Integrated Resource Timber Contracts and Integrated Resource Service Contracts
are prohibitively complex and place too much legal responsibility for subcontractor performance on the
principal operator, and few operators are willing to bid on them as a result.

➢ Update acquisition management policy and CO training. Beyond simplifying contracts, the FPM team must
consider training COs to understand sale feasibility, diameter issues, and local markets. COs should also be
trained to evaluate and monitor for wage theft and violation of safety standards to protect workers.

➢ Address the poor conditions of Forest Service roads. Transportation is approaching 50 percent of total timber
harvest costs. Purchasers are using Forest Service roads that were initially designed for timber production but
are now used for massive volumes of recreational travel. These deteriorated roads have led to delays and
raised costs for operators.

➢ Pay attention to silviculture. Not enough attention is paid to the impact silvicultural prescriptions have on a
timber program and the end product. Some partners felt that there should be more emphasis on a holistic
approach to timber sales to ensure viability.

Change the Way We Do Business 

➢ Make markets a primary focus of FPM. In every session, industry partners 
insisted on bringing more emphasis on existing and future markets for forest 
products. They recommended the agency evaluate local and regional 
manufacturing capacity, haul distance, etc., to determine to what degree 
more predictable small log supplies can be absorbed around national forests.

⋯⋯ PARTNER QUOTE ⋯⋯ 

❝ Accurately
appraising low-

value material will 
not help if there 

are no buyers ❞ 
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➢ Ensure sale viability through an appropriate product mix.  While partners recognized the priority for restoring 
forest landscapes and reducing risk, they were emphatic that low-value material alone is not an option from a 
business standpoint. If there is not an adequate mix that includes enough larger material, a subsidy is required 
to make the sale viable. Timber sale administrators should tailor a timber sale to respond to relative access for 
different industries (i.e., small diameter logs for pellets and large ones for mills).

➢ Promote local markets.  Partners wanted the agency to consider how it can promote investments in wood 
products manufacturing beyond timber sales. Some suggested special-use permits for sawmills on Forest 
Service land where there is no other suitable location or a commitment to provide the current or increased 
amount of pine saw logs over the next decade to encourage infrastructure investment in the private sector.

➢ Realize that no bids are the real problem, not bid premiums.  Even with a simplified appraisal process, no-bid 
sales continue because many Forest Service contracts are impossible for a contractor to achieve at the price the 
Forest Service is willing to pay. The deciding factor for industry in evaluating whether to bid on a sale is the 
minimum required bid. Contractors know what the timber is worth and will bid accordingly. One partner 
suggested the agency try a pay-as-you-cut sale and include more options for dealing with pulp or firewood—
perhaps selling by million board feet or calculating how much pulp will be if sold by the ton.

➢ Modernize pricing: Let markets and competition determine the value. Partners deemed Transaction Evidence 
Appraisal (TEA) as antiquated and recommended the agency take a modernized, forward-looking approach to 
appraisal calculation to accommodate swings in local market price and demand using the International Wood 
Fiber Report’s weekly/monthly data. Others said the Forest Service should move away from rigid formulas to 
appraise timber and let local market conditions determine the price of a sale, as the time employees spend 
calculating end-product values could be better spent ensuring a sale can attract bidders.

➢ Adapt appraisals for low-value material, haul costs, and small businesses.  The current appraisal system 
excludes potential low-value timber purchasers (producers of pellets, bedding, etc.) who would bid on Forest 
Service contracts but cannot afford to. One suggestion was to balance the value of the timber with the value of 
removing fuels in restoration sales, allowing sales by the acre. No-bid sales are often due to long haul distances 
to mills and expensive road packages on sales with low-value material. A pellet manufacturer noted it was 
unable to bid on the last several sales in its area because escalating timber sales and road packages are 
unaffordable for its small business.

➢ Streamline decision making and authority on the ground. Partners wanted a simplified approval process for 
timber sale adjustments. In the past, COs and sale administrators had the authority to make decisions on the 
ground; now it seems more people must be involved in every adjustment. The agency should examine who 
must be involved in decisions by law and where they can be streamlined.

➢ Continue external communication; it is critical.  Partners at all
sessions appreciated the opportunity to have a dialogue with the
agency and said more of this type of engagement could go a long way
in building trust and improving project outcomes. Similarly, to
generate more public buy-in, there is a need for similar
communication with local communities and environmental groups on
the costs and benefits of restoration sales.

➢ Treat purchasers as partners. Partners felt that many sale
administrators still mistrust timber purchasers and should have a
higher tolerance for minor errors. They also noted that with
performance bonds in place, there should be no need for sale
administrators to require such copious field notes or signatures. The
sale is either being harvested within the contractual requirements or is not.

⋯⋯ PARTNER QUOTE ⋯⋯ 

❝ Treat purchasers as

partners. Too many

contract administration

issues become law

enforcement issues ❞
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Conclusions and Next Steps 

Both Forest Service presenters and participants at the partner feedback sessions were appreciative of the 
opportunity to have an open dialogue about the challenges facing the agency and exchange ideas on how to 
strengthen forest restoration efforts and improve delivery of forest products.  

The FPM team also held two employee feedback sessions in late 2018. The FPM team is working to process and 
analyze all feedback and comments to incorporate them into the comprehensive strategy for forest products 
modernization. A draft will be completed in the spring or summer of 2019.  
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